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THIS IS ME
DUE OUT: OCTOBER 2010
In Mummy’s tummy you are alone, but you feel
safe and protected. Then you are born, you
meet other people and the questions and
comparisons start. And one question stands
out above all: but who am I?
Created from the collaboration between CAF
(Centre for Assistance for abused children and
Families in difficulty) and Carthusia, this book
is the result of a desire to create a tool for
children, in order to prevent situations of abuse
and maltreatment. It was inspired by the
conviction that developing a sense of
self-respect and awareness of one’s own
feelings and emotions in very young children
is the best form of prevention.
This is ME aims above all at prevention, but it
also aims at leading young and old towards
dialogue, and listening to emotions and
feelings, suggesting the right way to approach
the highs and lows of daily life.
TWO OUTSTANDING AUTHORS

Series:
GROWING UP WITHOUT SIDE EFFECTS

Domenico Barrilà: text conception

Devised and edited by Domenico Barrilà

Emanuela Bussolati: illustrations
and narrative course conception
Domenico Barrilà is a psychotherapist and
Adlerian analyst who has written widely for
adults, but who also considered the children
with whom they would come into contact.
Now he is devoting himself especially to them.
Emanuela Bussolati is one of the most highly
considered children’s authors and illustrators.
She is currently working for numerous
publishing houses both in Italy and abroad.

A series for helping the youngest come to
terms with the doubts that they may have about
themselves. The aim is to give them a simple,
clear and accessible tool for dealing successfully
with the pain of feeling inadequate, and thus
making them feel more peaceful and surer
of themselves and their ability to succeed.
Other titles in the series::
THE COURAGE TO BE BRAVE
Growing up without being sneaky
and not feeling stupid because of it
Isbn 978-88-95443-00-3

PSYCHOLOGY IN THE HANDS
OF CHILDREN.

THE COURAGE TO BE ME
Growing up without aping or imitating others
and without feeling left out
Isbn 978-88-95443-12-6

BIGGER FORMAT!!!

THE COURAGE TO BE OPEN HEARTED
Growing up without leaving the most precious
things of all behind: feelings
Isbn 978-88-95443-27-0

Volume of 32 pages. - Format 32 X 32 cm

Age: from 6 onwards
€16:90
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